Auditory profile analysis of irregular sound spectra.
The discrimination of changes in the shapes of sound spectra is reported. The change was always an intensity increment to the 948-Hz component of a multitone complex. First, the ability of naive listeners to learn to discriminate a change in a "regular" background or reference spectrum (equal-level tones equally spaced in logarithmic frequency) was measured as a function of the number of trials. On the average, threshold improved about 10 dB over 3000 trials, with about 50% of the decrease in threshold occurring during the first 750 trials. In a subsequent series of experiments, the overall pattern of spectral shape of the background was varied randomly. Two kinds of perturbations in spectral shape were employed: Randomly choosing the frequencies of the reference spectra and randomly choosing the amplitudes of the components of the reference spectra. The experimental manipulations involved fixing the random spectra across a block of trials, varying the reference spectra from interval to interval of each trial, and providing extensive practice in discriminating specific randomly perturbed reference spectra. The results of the spectrum-learning and random perturbation experiments provide insight into the roles of critical band filtering, sensory variability, and short-term and long-term memory representations in auditory profile analysis. Further, the appropriateness of the generalization of a simple energy detection model is discussed.